


A lonely, forklift operator tasked with keeping 
mysterious boxes organized in a warehouse in Outer Space, 
finds a strange, otherworldly presence at his place of work 
and discovers the life he thinks he's leading isn’t what it 
appears to be.

A wonderfully weird, space-set, 
comedy-horror  Film that gleefully 
jumps through genres in a beautiful 

and mysterious world…



BOZON HIGGS (BOZ) WORKS IN SPACE. HE’S NOT AN 
ASTRONAUT OR A SCIENTIST AND HE’S NOT LEADING A 
RAGTAG GROUP OF REBELS AGAINST IMPERIAL FORCES... 

HE’S A STOCK BOY.

He lives alone, in a cramped domicile attached to a giant warehouse. Boz loads a 

daily quota of dumpster-sized, white BOXES onto a freight elevator and ejects them 

somewhere. He doesn’t know what’s in the boxes and he doesn’t really care. He 

spends his time getting stoned and RPG-ing over video-chat with his counterpart, 

FISCHER, who also works alone, somewhere else in Space issuing the shipping 

orders Boz fills. Fischer alerts Boz he’s been issued a warning about a dangerous 

meteor shower headed for his quadrant. Boz has 14 minutes to ship quota and 

follow the emergency procedures. Boz dons his protective suit, grabs 

his safety goggles and faces the giant airlock door separating his 

apartment from the warehouse.  

A NEON SIGN OVER THE DOOR READS; 
“GOGGLES ON?”. 



Weird moans and slithery noises and sounds echo 

between the boxes, Boz senses he’s being watched by 

something other than the security cameras and begins 

to experience sexualized dreams about his fantasy game-

Avatar, YUME . When he catches glimpses of a GIRL 

running between the boxes, Boz shares his fears with 

Fischer and discovers he’s been taking expired medicine.

Is he simply having a bad trip or is this real?

BOZ SURVIVES THE METEOR SHOWER 
BUT CAN’T SHAKE THE FEELING HE’S 
NOT ALONE ANYMORE...



With no weapons available, Boz rigs a contraption of 

cleaning products, a vacuum and a blowtorch and sets 

out to find what’s in there with him. When he accidentally 

torches the side of a box, Boz makes a horrifying discovery - 

the boxes are all EMPTY.

He’s been shipping empty boxes for nearly a year, it sends 

Boz into an existential tailspin. He and Fischer decide that 

steps must be taken. Answers must be found. Fischer reveals 

he has no door in his domicile, so it is up to Boz to venture 

outside of the large airlock that he ejects his boxes through. 

Boz discovers that outside the airlock is NOT Outer Space 

but some other vast emptiness and beneath the airlock is a 

mountain of broken, white BOXES. 

If he’s not in Space - where is he and WHY??? 

BOZ DISCOVERS A SLIME-TRAIL WITH 
A BLACKLIGHT AND A PUDDLE OF 
MOVING GOO. 



A strangely, feminine, blob-like, tentacled, CREATURE that can morph.  

Boz puts up a fight but is about to lose it, when he’s surprisingly saved 

by YUME- who is now very REAL and armed with a can of cleaning 

product (the only thing Jelly hates). 

Yume reveals she was the model for his game Avatar, has been 

kidnapped and drugged (under the guise of a promotional job) and 

woke up in the warehouse. Boz and she team up, hide in a crawl space, 

get to know one another and a relationship buds until a final showdown 

in which Yume is unfortunately swallowed whole by the monster.

BOZ IS ATTACKED BY JELLY…



Boz wakes in his apartment, with attractive but evil, DR CRULER 

who tells Boz he’s been part of a breeding experiment with an 

Alien life form and he will be the first male to carry to term.  

In the Warehouse, Yume fights herself free of Jelly’s goo, rescues 

Boz, they restrain Dr. Cruler, escape the experiment and discover 

a studio backlot. 

Meanwhile back in the apartment, Fischer bargains a deal with 

Dr. Cruler and  she promises things will go back to normal and 

he can have a door. 



Someone gave Seth Rogen a hit of 
acid and sent him on a rollercoaster 
ride through an existentialist-themed 
amusement park lit by James Turrell.

A visual treat, alternating from stun-
ning composition to full-throttle action 
and moments of genuine terror, humor 
and charm. And ALWAYS finding the 
emotional core of the scene.

A rhythmic flow, deliberate pacing of 
editing and performances. 

Why are we here? Who’s in charge? 
What’s the point? Existence, 
authenticity and the absurd…

Yesterday's weirdness is 
tomorrow's reason why...

Jimi Hendrix

Hunter S. Thompson

Are you experienced?”

TONE:  THEMES: 

EXISTENTIAL DREAD, 
FREEDOM, RESPONSIBILITY,  
PHENOMENOLOGY, LOVE.

Magically 
immersive...



A bizarre, mysterious setting, ripe with questions. 
Hallucinatory imagery and animation, funhouse 
energy, twisted sense of humour. thematically-
unified nods towards body horror, meta/fourth wall 
surprises, equal parts beautiful, suspenseful and 
tender - a visually inventive, thematic narrative 
exploring Man’s search for meaning…



Making Boz recognizable and likeable as well as having 

the general vibe of the film be dope AF, means making 

the him authentic. It is a “syfy” but these are just regular 

dudes in space.

Remember ALIEN and Harry Dean Stanton and 
Yaphet Kotto’s “blue collar worker” looks?   
We knew right away who those guys were… 

Iconic-cool, Stussy-Skater, “Scrum-bro” - think Pete 

Davidson or a teenager in a Hawaiian shirt and trucker 

hat who works at a theme park.

Keeping him monochromatic, but materials are key. If 

we shoot to make texture beautiful, a sweatshirt should 

be as soft and worn as it looks. 

If only Rick Owens designed Hazmat suits.

Cuts and drape should be low-key cool enough to 

retrend 90’s British streetwear.

Ironic-statement graphic-tee, crew-neck, nerd-cool.

FISCHER

BOZ

THERE ARE NOT MANY CHANGES 
OR LOOKS TO WORRY ABOUT, SO 
THE ONES WE HAVE SHOULD BE 
EXECUTED WITH MAXIMUM STYLE.



Actors spend a huge amount of time in this 

film in face wear.

The fit and look should be roomy enough to 

showcase all facial expression and incorpo-

rate specific lighting design for eyes and face 

depending on scene.

She does show up unclothed so we want 

to get that actress into Boz’s oversized 

comfy sweatshirt as fast as possible and 

make sure she can fight in it.

Her game character look should be cute 

and innocent but not cheesy at all.

There’s room here for an actress to 

bring her character interpretation to 

the look but I see elegant, futuristic 

dominatrix-office wear.

DR. CRULER

YUME

FACEWEAR AND GOGGLES



COMPAREABLE
PRODCUTIONS



An alternative to violent, blood-soaked spectacles but with enough suspense, 

jump-frights, twists and Hero-moments to keep you on the edge of your seat.

If you LOVE being scared but want to LAUGH 
along that ride… This is a genre film that 
takes syfy/horror in a new direction.

THE GOAL WITH JELLY IS TO CREATE SOMETHING THAT 
ENTERTAINS LIKE A WIDE-AUDIENCE CREATURE FEATURE, 
WHILE BEING SURPRISINGLY FRESH, ARTISTIC AND AMUSING.



Using the camera in creative ways and designing 

shots to maximize thrills and humour. 

CINEMATOGRAPHY
Epic at moments, close-in and intimate in others. 

The contained nature of the entire film shooting in ONE INTERIOR SET 

allows for elaborate lighting design and meticulously crafted shots -  

and we never have to worry about losing daylight or a company move. 

WAREHOUSE - NATASCHA BRAIER - 
NEON DEMON

INT. APARTMENT - ROB HARDY - EX MACHINA

FRAMES WITHIN FRAMES 

SLOW MOTION

ACTION - EDGAR WRIGHT / DAVID 
DUNLAP - SHAUN OF THE DEAD

Stark, hard clinical whites to diffused, ethereal, to moments 

of heightened realism in heavily saturated colours, Always 

with an almost tactile sense of textures of surfaces to add a 

sense of dimension. 

Porcelain skin tones, random light flares. Weird aberrations 

that help break the digital feeling.

Contrasting palettes, luminous, uniquely lit sets. Complex compositions 

within occasional static shots.

Highlighting the repeated symbolism of “Boxes” - in the warehouse, 

Boz in his rectangular room, Fisher in his TV screen, and the large 

window to the warehouse.

To create emotional textures and heighten 

specific moments.



I’m obsessed with creature movies and I’m not alone in my fandom... 

ALIEN, PREDATOR, THE ABYSS, CLOVERFIELD, PANS LABYRINTH, SHAPE OF 

WATER, HELLBOY, THE HOST, CABIN IN THE WOODS, THE THING, THE BLOB all 

iconic films that have creatures with staying power. Like me, most fans of the 

genre have seen one or all of those movies multiple times. 

But of this list, only the ABYSS and SHAPE OF WATER have creatures/ aliens that 

are not bent on violence and blood shed. 

I wanted to create a uniquely female creature that was scary but soft, that could 

change form as it changed moods. 

Jelly “feels” organic and still gives us the creeps.

CREATURE INSPIRATION:



There’s a lot going on in in this odd little movie but 

I want you to know it comes from my heart. And it’s 

actually based on a true story - well, kind of.

Jelly first came into my head in the middle of 
an ocean.

I was half way through a 28 day crossing of the Pacific in 

a small sailboat,  splitting “watches” with my husband, Jon. 

Three hours on, three hours off… 24 hours a day, for 28 days… 

There were days of dead calm, nothing to do or see but a vast ocean 

and sky. And other times, I was terrified beyond anything I can articulate.

I pondered a lot of existential questions out there. 

My eyes played tricks in all that Blue and sometimes I hallucinated. I 

thought of the light sculptor James Turrell as I watched the daily display of 

indescribable changing colours. But mostly, I made up stories.

So the endless blue-world beyond my freeboard became the warehouse… 

And the tiny, cramped below deck became Boz’s apartment…

I’ve always loved creature movies and we were doing a ton 

of diving in those days and I had spent rather a lot of time 

watching and being watched by various bizarre and beautiful 

creatures, octopus and cuttle fish, that are clearly thinking when they 

look at you and can change shape or become invisible in an instant…

And so this story came from all those things…

And the answer to the questions I was seeking out there 

became Boz’s search for Meaning and his discovery 

that as long as you make it about Love...

You’ll be brave enough to face the monsters 
and cross any ocean.

FROM -  SUKI



We’ve worked together creatively for 22 years and been professionals in film 

and TV for 30. Both of us started out as actors, starring in multiple series and 

films. The past few years , Suki has focused on feature writing with an eye on 

directing and Jon is currently Producing, Directing and Starring in season 

5 of Van Helsing for Netflix. He has directed 15 episodes of  television in 

3 different countries, served as CO-EP on 30 episodes of 2 different 

series for Netflix. All action. All genre.

We’ve directed together before, the short film “Speak” 

which went on to win multiple awards, raised two kids 

and sailed over 18,000 sea miles, circumnavigating 

the Pacific for two years in a small boat. We’re a 

solid, happy, experienced team and no matter 

which one of us is at the helm, it’s definitely a 

two for-the-price-of-one deal. 

SUKI  KAISER AND 
JONATHAN SCARFE.

A JONSUKI  F ILM
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